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Part # Product  Recommended Use Features / Notes Assembled Dimensions / Weight Country of Origin

9374 Long-Handled Wire Weeder Precision cultivation of thread-stage weeds, 
especially around tightly-spaced crops.

Ergonomic, thumbs-up grip allows user to work in an upright 
position by drawing the blade back and forth, cutting weeds 
just below soil surface. Narrow blade maneuvers well around 
crops that are densely planted or round in shape, like onions.

Approximately 67” tall, 4” wide blade, 1.8 lbs. Swiss blade and 
Maine-made handle

9546 33/4” Collinear Hoe
Cultivating thread-stage and mid-sized weeds 
in between crops, especially low-lying foliage 
crops.

Ergonomic, thumbs-up grip allows user to work in an upright 
position by drawing the blade back and forth, cutting weeds 
just below soil surface.

Approximately 651/2” tall, 3 3/4” wide blade, 1.7 lbs.

Swiss blade and 
Maine-made handle

9093 7” Collinear Hoe  (Fixed Blade) Approximately 651/2” tall, 7” wide blade, 1.7 lbs.

9587 7” Collinear Hoe with 
Replaceable Blade Approximately 651/2” tall, 7” wide blade, 1.7 lbs.

9589 5” Trapezoid Hoe Cultivating mid-sized weeds and chopping 
through roots and crop residues.

Trapezoid shaped chopping hoe with sharp corners is ideal 
for cutting through weeds and roots below the soil surface. 

Approximately 641/2” tall, 5” wide blade, 2.2 lbs. Swiss blade and 
Maine-made handle9590 61/2” Trapezoid Hoe Approximately 641/2” tall, 61/2” wide blade, 2.2 lbs.

9071 3-Tooth Cultivator General cultivating, loosening top soil, and 
incorporating amendments.

Eliot Coleman design is great for breaking up compacted soils 
in beds and footpaths, as well as incorporating compost and 
fertilizers into soils.

Approximately 651/2” tall, 7” wide head, 2.5 lbs. Swiss blade and 
Maine-made handle

9489 31/4” Stirrup Hoe Quickly cultivating thread-stage and mid-sized 
weeds in beds and footpaths. Two-sided, oscillating blade cuts on both the push and pull 

for fast and efficient cultivation of weeds just below soil sur-
face. Replacement high-tempered steel blades are available.

Approximately 641/4” tall, 31/4” wide blade, 2.5 lbs.

Swiss blade and 
Maine-made handle

9500 5” Stirrup Hoe Approximately 641/4” tall, 5” wide blade, 2.6 lbs.

9504 7” Stirrup Hoe
Cultivating thread-stage and mid-sized weeds 
in beds and footpaths. Wide 7” blade is espe-
cially great for footpath cultivation.

Approximately 641/4” tall, 7” wide blade, 2.7 lbs.

9809
Cobrahead® Long Handled 
Precision Weeder/Cultivator

Weeding, cultivating, removing thatched crop 
residues, and trenching. Good for close-
ly-spaced crops, large weeds, and tough soils.

Works by scraping weeds just below soil surface much like a 
Wire Weeder, but with a narrow, plow-shaped blade that can 
also be used for digging out larger weeds. Also works well in 
wet soils.

Approximately 62” tall, 11/2” wide blade, 2.2 lbs. U.S.A.

7339 Four-Row Cultivator Precision cultivation of densely-planted rows 
spaced 21/4” apart.

Perfect for cultivating between rows made by the Four-Row 
and Six-Row Pinpoint Seeders. Approximately 461/4” tall, 111/2” wide blade, 5.8 lbs. China

7410 6” Tine Weeding Rake Cultivating thread-stage weeds within and 
between mature crops. Works by scratching the soil surface to bring thread-stage 

weeds to the surface. Also useful for breaking up crust and 
moss on soil surface. Tines are removable and can be config-
ured to suit specific needs.

Approximately 651/2” long, 6” wide working width, 1.7 lbs.

U.S.A.
7408 9” Tine Weeding Rake Approximately 651/2” long, 9” wide working width, 1.8 lbs.

7407 21” Tine Weeding Rake
Cultivating thread-stage weeds, especially use-
ful between densely-planted crops like greens 
mixes that are difficult to cultivate.

Approximately 66” long, 21” wide working width, 2.4 lbs.

7453 5” Wheel Weeder Quickly and efficiently targets both thread-
stage and more established weeds at the same 
time. Great for cultivating between rows and 
in footpaths.

Stirrup hoe blade cuts more established weeds below soil 
surface, while the soil disturbance from the wheel leaves 
thread-stage weeds desiccated on the soil surface. Not for use 
in rocky soils.

Approximately 551/4” tall, 4.7” wide blade, 31/2” wide wheel, 11.9 lbs. 

France7452 7” Wheel Weeder Approximately 551/4” tall, 7” wide blade, 51/2” wide wheel, 12.7 lbs. 

7451 11” Wheel Weeder Approximately 551/4” tall, 106/10” wide blade, 9” wide wheel, 13.8 lbs. 

7666 5” Double Wheel Weeder
Includes two adjustable 5” heads. Quickly and efficiently targets both thread-

stage and more established weeds on both 
sides of a crop.

Stirrup hoe blade cuts more established weeds below soil 
surface, while the soil disturbance from the wheel leaves 
thread-stage weeds desiccated on the soil surface. Not for use 
in rocky soils.

Approximately 551/4” tall, 23” maximum outside width, 23.5 lbs. 

France7667 7” Double Wheel Weeder
Includes two adjustable 7” heads. Approximately 551/4” tall, 26” maximum outside width, 25.4 lbs. 

7668 11” Double Wheel Weeder
Includes two adjustable 11” heads. Approximately 551/4” tall, 29” maximum outside width, 28.1 lbs. 

*Also see our Wheel Hoe Selection Guide for information on wheel hoes for cultivation.
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